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Abstract—Code coverage is the most widely adopted criteria for measuring test effectiveness in software quality assurance. The performance of coverage criteria (in indicating test suites’ effectiveness) has been widely studied in prior work. Most of the studies use randomly constructed pseudo test suites to facilitate data collection for correlation analysis, yet no previous work has systematically studied whether pseudo test suites would lead to inflated correlation results.

This paper focuses on the potentially wide-spread threat with a study over 123 real-world Java projects. Following the typical experimental process of studying coverage criteria, we investigate the correlation between statement/assertion coverage and mutation score using both pseudo and original test suites. Except for direct correlation analysis, we control the number of assertions and the test suite size to conduct partial correlation analysis. The results reveal that 1) the correlation (between coverage criteria and mutation score) derived from pseudo test suites is much higher than from original test suites (from 0.21 to 0.39 higher in Kendall τb value); 2) contrary to previously reported, statement coverage has a stronger correlation with mutation score than assertion coverage.

Index Terms—test suites, coverage criteria, empirical study

I. INTRODUCTION

Better test suites may contribute to better software quality. The evaluation of the fault-revealing ability of test suites is thus very important for fair comparison among different test suites [1, 2, 3]. Coverage criteria are the most widely adopted evaluation criteria for this purpose. They have low cost and high convenience, and are extensively used in various relevant areas (e.g., test generation [4, 5, 6], test prioritisation [7], [8], [9], incremental program testing/checking [10], [11], and fault localisation [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]).

There are two basic types of coverage criteria: input-based criteria and oracle-based criteria. Input-based criteria focus on the behaviours of test inputs by measuring the percentage of the source code that is executed as a result of running the program against the test inputs. Examples of such include statement coverage, branch coverage, and path coverage [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23]. Among them, statement coverage is the most widely used, and is considered by some studies [23] as the most effective. Oracle-based criteria consider the oracle information [24], measuring the percentage of code that is checked by the test oracles [25]. Assertion coverage (the dynamic backward slice of assertions, also known as ‘checked coverage’) belongs to this category. Being relatively new, although not as popular as statement coverage, assertion coverage is gaining traction, as it appears ‘obvious’ that fault revealing must be related to assertions. Recently, Zhang et al. [26] also found that assertion coverage has a stronger correlation with mutation score than statement coverage.

There are many empirical studies exploring whether coverage is effective in measuring the fault-revealing ability of tests and whether some criteria are better than others. The basic setup of such experiments is to base on a set of test suites, collect both the coverage and fault-revealing data (typically through mutation testing [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32]), and then perform a correlation analysis of the two. Stronger the correlation, the better the indication effectiveness. A fundamental challenge in such experiments is to collect a set of suitable test suites. Almost all the previous work collect test suites by deriving multiple test suites within the same project, by randomly constructing subsets of the original test suite of this project. The subsets are treated as individual suites and are then collected to form a set. The purpose of this practice is to scale up the experiments without involving a large number of projects, therefore reducing workload. Since such suites are constructed from the original suite, we call them pseudo test suites in this paper.

The test suites and the selection and construction of them may directly influence the result. Experiments built on different types of test suites may yield different results, thereby causing threats to the conclusions. However, as far as we know, no previous work has systematically explored whether this threat exists or how serious this threat is. There is no empirical result on how different types of test suites under different application scenarios would impact the correlation analysis of coverage criteria, nor the effect of different construction configurations used to create pseudo test suites. If the threat does exist, the high effectiveness of current coverage criteria in evaluating test suites remains, as demonstrated by previous work, may be inflated, directly affecting the judgement and usage of coverage for developers.

In this paper, we aim to investigate this potential threat of test suites with an experimental study on 123 real-world Java projects using both pseudo test suites and original test suites.
Pseudo test suites and original test suites are investigated under different application scenarios (within and cross projects respectively) by previous work. When we compare these two types of test suites, we refer to a comparison between them containing their own application scenario. In particular, we mainly focus on statement and assertion coverage mentioned above, and perform both direct correlation analysis (without controlling any variable) and partial correlation analysis \( \text{[33]} \) (controlling variables such as assertion number and test-suite size, see more in Section III-D). The comprehensive nature of our experiment allows us to be able to study the impact of test suites collection methods, and revisit the comparison results between assertion coverage and statement coverage \( \text{[20]} \).

Our results reveal that using pseudo test suites and original test suites would yield significantly different correlation results with both direct and partial correlation analysis: the correlation using pseudo test suites may be much stronger than using original test suites (from 0.21 to 0.39 higher in \textit{Kendall} \( \tau_b \) value); When constructing pseudo test suites, the variation of test-suite size matters, while the number of test suites has little influence on the correlation results. Additionally, different from the conclusion of previous work, we find that statement coverage has a stronger correlation with mutation score than assertion coverage. These results provide several implications: for researchers, when investigating the effectiveness of coverage criteria, it is essential to consider the impact of different types of test suites; test-suite size should be diverse; a large number of test suites may not be necessary. For developers, when evaluating test suites or adopting coverage-driven test generation, statement coverage can be superior to assertion coverage.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions.

1) \textbf{Empirical evidence that the type of test suites used in experiments affects the correlation results between test coverage and fault-revealing ability.} Pseudo test suites produce strong correlation (over 0.98 \textit{Pearson} value for both statement and assertion coverage), which is stronger than original test suites (0.8673/0.6777 \textit{Pearson} value for statement/assertion coverage). Different test suite construction configurations of pseudo test suites also have different impacts.

2) \textbf{Empirical evidence that statement coverage is superior to assertion coverage in indicating fault-revealing ability.} Both direct and partial correlation analyses show that statement coverage is better correlated with test suites’ overall fault-revealing ability than assertion coverage. For example, for original test suites with partial analysis, the \textit{Pearson} coefficient is 0.7500 for statement coverage, and only 0.2090 for assertion coverage.

3) \textbf{Practical implications applicable to academia and industry.} When investigating the effectiveness of coverage criteria, it is important to consider the impact of different types of test suites; if one has to construct pseudo test suites within project, large numbers of test suites may not be necessary, while the test-suite size matters. Statement coverage is superior to assertion coverage when indicating test-suite effectiveness, and might be a better choice for developers.

### II. STATE OF THE ART AND MOTIVATION

#### A. Statistics

There has been a large body of work concerning the effectiveness of various coverage criteria. We systematically searched DBLP \( \text{[34]} \) with combinations of keywords such as ‘coverage|size|assertion|criteria|checked’, ‘test|oracle|suite|software’, and ‘assess|evaluation|experiment|quality|measure|effect|adequacy’, where ‘|’ denotes the boolean \textit{or} operator. From the query results, we found 25 papers since 1990, including 14 papers since 2010, as closely related. We analysed these work in terms of three aspects: types of test suites, coverage criteria, and subject numbers. The analysis results are presented by Table I, where the last two columns represent the number of papers in accordance with each aspect since 1990 or 2010.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>category</th>
<th>since 1990</th>
<th>since 2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>types of test suites</td>
<td>pseudo</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>original</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coverage criteria</td>
<td>statement</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>assertion</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subject number</td>
<td>&gt;30</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≤30</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total number of papers</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) \textbf{Types of Test Suites:} A test suite is a collection of test cases, which is the analysis target of coverage criteria and effectiveness measurement. Two types of test suites have been adopted in the correlation analysis in literature: pseudo test suites and original test suites. In this paper, we define these two types of test suites as follows.

- **Pseudo test suites**: The pseudo test suites refer to a collection of artificially constructed test suites. Each pseudo test suite is usually constructed by randomly selecting a number of test cases from the original test suite of a project. When studying the effectiveness of coverage criteria, pseudo test suites are used to simulate real test suites. Each project has a collection of pseudo test suites, which are used to correlate their coverage with their ability in detecting faults inside this project.

- **Original test suites**: The original test suites refer to a collection of the real test suites from many projects. Each original test suite comes with the project and is developed by developers as a whole. When studying the effectiveness of coverage criteria, original test suites from different projects are used for correlating their coverage with their ability in detecting faults cross many projects.

As shown in Table I, almost all the previous work used pseudo test suites. The only study that did use original test suites \( \text{[23]} \) mentioned the importance of choice, but did not systematically compare the results yielded by these two types of test suites.

There may be overlap between different rows. E.g., some papers investigate both statement coverage and assertion coverage. The full details of all the related work are on our homepage \( \text{[35]} \).
2) Coverage Criteria: A variety of criteria has been studied in the literature. For the purpose of this paper, Table I lists the detailed number of papers for studying statement/assertion coverage, the two criteria that we focus on.

From the table, statement coverage is widely studied, accounting for 44% of all the papers we studied. This is not surprising because it is the most widely adopted coverage criterion in academic and industry communities. There is relatively less work on assertion coverage because of its relatively short history from 2011 [25], Zhang et al. [26] found that assertion coverage can better indicate fault-revealing ability than statement coverage. However, they use a small number of projects (5 Java projects) with only pseudo test suites and insufficient variable controlling. In this paper, we compare statement coverage and assertion coverage with comprehensive variable controlling, a larger number of projects, and two types of test suites.

3) Subjects: Subjects refer to the projects used in the studies. The choice and scale of subjects in an experimental study may significantly influence the results. More subjects in a correlation study mean more data, and thus may lead to more reliable results. However, as we can see from Table I, the number of subjects used in existing studies are small: all but one have fewer than 30 subjects.

B. Our Study

We suspect that the type of test suites adopted under different application scenarios (within-project and cross-project) may lead to different coverage criteria effectiveness results, which remains not yet studied. Motivated by this conjecture, we propose to investigate the threat of test suites, and hope to derive more reliable conclusions concerning the effectiveness of coverage criteria based on the result.

Our work is different from the previous in terms of four aspects: 1) we use both pseudo test suites and original test suites, and investigate the influence of different test construction configurations; 2) we use significantly more subjects (123 real-world Java projects, summing up to 309,257 SLOC) than the previous studies (especially on assertion coverage); 3) we use both direct and partial analysis to validate the results and avoid spurious correlation; 4) we make new comparisons between statement coverage and assertion coverage with more reliable experimental settings introduced above.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To find out whether the use of pseudo test suites will lead to different correlation results compared to original test suites, we design the following key research question:

RQ: Do PSEUDO and ORIGINAL test suites lead to different correlation results between coverage criteria and mutation score?

Building on the above explorations, we then seek to deeply explore how the construction configurations of pseudo test suites affect the comparison results, and designed the following supplementary research question:

sub-RQ: How do different test-suite construction configurations impact the comparison results between pseudo and original test suites? This research question aims to find out better practices in constructing pseudo test suites by investigating the influence of different test-construction configurations (e.g., test-suite number, test-pool size, and test-construction granularity).

A. Subjects

In this experimental study, we use 123 real open-source Java projects in total. Among these projects, five base projects come from a previous work that also focus on statement and assertion coverage [26]: JFreeChart (abbreviated as jfree) [36], Apache Commons Lang (abbreviated as lang) [37], Urban Airship Java Library (abbreviated as jlib) [38], lambdaj (abbreviated lamb) [39], and Asterisk-Java (abbreviated as aste) [40]. The remaining 118 projects come from the top 1,000 popular projects of GitHub. In the correlation study on pseudo test suites, all the correlations are conducted within each project, and we use the five base projects alone to enable direct comparison with the previous work [26], whereas in the correlation study on original test suites we used all the 123 projects. The number of executable lines of source code of the subjects ranges from 122 to 98,334.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of statement coverage, assertion coverage of original test suites, as well as the distribution of two control variables: assertion number and test-suite size. The subjects we use differ in statement/assertion coverage, as well as the oracle, indicating the diversity of the studied subjects.

B. Test Suites

We consider both pseudo test suites and original test suites. For original test suites, each project has one real test suite that is manually written by the developers and comes with the project, and the correlation is performed across different projects.

For pseudo test suites, as in prior work [26], we generate 1,000 pseudo test suites from the original test suite for each of the five base projects. Each pseudo test suite is formed by randomly selecting a random number of test methods from the original suite (without replacement). Each correlation is performed within each project and one project would yield one correlation result.

To investigate the impacts of test suite construction strategy on the threat study, we also consider test suites with different construction configurations. To get test suites with different sizes, similar to previous work [21], we randomly construct 1,000 test-suites with fixed-sized test suites. Suppose that the

From the 1,000 most popular Github projects, only 118 of them are single-module and can be successfully processed by all the tools used in the experimental study. We remove the test methods that JavaSlicer cannot handle, and take the remaining as the original test suite.
original test pool has $n$ test methods, we try four fixed sizes: $0.2 \times n$, $0.4 \times n$, $0.6 \times n$, $0.8 \times n$. To investigate the influence of test-suite number, we construct different number (i.e., 50, 100, 150, ..., 1000) of random-sized test suites for correlation analysis.

C. Tools

When collecting statement coverage, we use Cobertura [42], a popular coverage tool widely used in previous work [25]. For assertion coverage, we use JavaSlicer [41] (the tool for tracing assertion coverage), which is a state-of-the-art for Java dynamic slicing tools [26, 43].

To represent the effectiveness of test suites in ensuring software quality, as in previous work [26, 27, 28], we adopt mutant killing ratio [30, 44], i.e., the ability in detecting mutation faults, because mutation faults have been reported as reliable represents of real faults and suitable for software testing experimentation [45]. We use PIT [46] as our default tool, because PIT has been prevalently used in both academia and industry [26, 47, 48, 49]. We also use Major [45] as a comparison tool to investigate the threats of using PIT. The distribution of the fault-revealing ability (mutant-killing ratio) of different original test suites is shown in Figure 1.

D. Correlation Analysis

In this work, we use both direct and partial correlation analysis. For direct analysis, the correlation between variables $A$ and $B$ is conducted directly using the values of these two variables without controlling any other variable.

The direct correlation analysis has a risk: a correlation observed between $A$ and $B$ may be caused by the mediation of other variables, instead of actual correlation. Partial correlation analysis [50] addresses this problem, which is widely used in statistics to control other variables [50, 51, 52]. Suppose that we use $r(A, B)$ to represent the direct correlation between variables $A$ and $B$, and use $r(A, B|C)$ to represent the correlation between $A$ and $B$ when statistically controlling variable $C$, partial correlation analysis calculates $r(A, C)$ and $r(B, C)$, then subtracts the predictions from $C$ and leaves only information in $A$ and $B$ that is independent of $C$. If $r(A, B)$ is relatively large but $r(A, B|C)$ is much smaller, then variable $C$ is a mediating variable and can explain the direct correlation of $A$ and $B$.

In our study, for statement coverage and assertion coverage, we control one of them and record the correlation results of the other. In addition, we also control assertion number and test-suite size. Thus, for each coverage criterion, we have three correlation results each with a different variable controlled, and we use the smallest one to represent the corresponding correlation result, because it is closer to the actual correlation discarding the mediation of all the other variables. This is different from the previous work that also performed controlled experiments [21]: the previous work only controlled the test-suite size and analysed the correlation of coverage with fixed test-suite sizes.

In summary, we perform two types of correlation analysis, i.e., direct correlation analysis and partial correlation analysis. For pseudo test suites we perform correlation analysis on the 1,000 test suites within each project, and for original test suites we perform correlation analysis on the 123 test suites across all the projects.

Furthermore, in this experimental study, we mainly present our results with the following three correlation coefficients: (1) Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (Pearson’s $r$). It is a measure of the linear correlation between two variables $X$ and $Y$. The value range for Pearson’s $r$ is [-1, 1]. A Pearson between 0.1 to 0.3 indicates a low degree correlation, between 0.3 to 0.5 indicates a moderate degree correlation, while between 0.5 to 1 indicates a high degree correlation [53]. Especially, when Pearson is around 1, it is said to be a perfect correlation [53, 54].

(2) Kendall rank correlation coefficient (Kendall’s $\tau$). Different from Pearson’s $r$, Kendall’s $\tau$ is a measure of rank correlation. For any pair of data points $(x_1, y_1)$ and $(x_2, y_2)$, they are denoted as concordant if $(x_1 > y_1) \land (x_2 > y_2)$ or $(x_1 < y_1) \land (x_2 < y_2)$, and as discordant if $(x_1 > y_1) \land (x_2 < y_2)$ or $(x_1 < y_1) \land (x_2 > y_2)$. Then, Kendall’s $\tau$ is computed based on the ratio of concordant pairs and discordant pairs, ranging from -1 to 1. For example, 1 denotes all data pairs are concordant while -1 denotes that all data pairs are discordant.

(3) Adjusted R-squared. It is a modified version of R-squared [55] for the number of predictors in a model, which is the best estimate of the degree of relationship in the basic population, and especially proper for multiple linear regressions. The values of adjusted R-squared can be negative.

Note that in addition to the three coefficients above, we also analyze p-values, which is the probability of obtaining a result equal to or “more extreme” than what was actually observed, when the NULL hypothesis is true [56].

IV. Results and Analysis

In this section, we present the results and analysis. To answer the key research question of this paper, we present the experimental comparison results and analysis on how statement coverage and assertion coverage correlate with the fault-revealing ability of test suites (the mutant killing ratio). By default, we present Pearson and Kendall $\tau_0$ correlation, as in bivariate linear analysis $R^2$ is just the square of Pearson. As a pattern of presentation, we analyse each finding before summarising it.

A. Correlation Analysis with Pseudo Test Suites

We introduce the correlation analysis results when using pseudo test suites. We introduce the direct and partial results successively.

---

5 As in prior work, we use mutant killing ratio, instead of mutation score, because equivalent mutants are undecidable, and currently there are no effective automatic detection approaches.

For pseudo test suites, to observe the correlation between their statement/assertion coverage and their fault-revealing ability, we visualise each test suite’s coverage and mutant killing ratio in Figure 2. Each sub-figure represents one project. As we can see from the figure, there are strong correlations between statement/assertion coverage and the mutant killing ratio.

To quantitatively measure the linear/non-linear association shown in Figure 2, we calculate the correlation coefficients. The first five rows of Table II show the results. Each column represents the correlation coefficient values between the criterion and mutant killing ratio. In each square, the first number is the Pearson, the second number is the Kendall $\tau_b$. The $p$-values are all below 0.001, indicating that the correlations are all statistically significant at the level of 0.001.

In the table, we observe that statement coverage and assertion coverage are very strongly correlated with the fault-revealing ability of pseudo test suites in direct correlation analysis.

We speculate that the difference may be caused by the fact that pseudo test suites are constructed from the same projects, and thus may have similar features. Also, since being randomly chosen, they lack some attributes of the original real test suites, such as the coupling effect (different test methods cooperate with each other to achieve the same goal). Next, we check whether the unusually strong correlation still exists on original test suites.

We have mentioned that direct correlation analysis may lead to spurious conclusions (see more in Section III-D). In this section, we investigate this problem by using partial correlation analysis.

The first half of Table III shows the result. Each column represents a control criterion, while each row represents the criterion.

For assertion coverage, the Pearson value for this criterion after controlling the criterion in each of the columns. For example, in the first row, value 0.6900 represents that when controlling assertion coverage, the correlation coefficient between statement coverage and killing ratio is 0.6900. We do not list the $p$-values, because they are all below 0.001, indicating that the correlations are all statistically significant at the level of 0.001.

In Table III, we observe that when controlling other variables, all the correlation values decrease. This observation indicates that all the four variables affect each other in their correlation with test suites’ mutant killing ratio. Different variables have different degrees of decrease. In particular, when comparing Table II and Table III, we observe that for statement coverage, the Pearson value drops from above 0.9900 to as low as 0.6900 for pseudo test suites. Thus, in partial correlation analysis, although the correlation becomes weaker, statement coverage still have a strong correlation with mutant killing ratio.

For assertion coverage, the Pearson value drops from over 0.9800 to 0.5400 for pseudo test suites. This observation implies that the strong correlation of assertion coverage in direct correlation analysis may be partially caused by other variables.

**B. Correlation Analysis with Real Test Suites**

In this section, we introduce the direct correlation analysis results when using original test suites and then give our results to answer our research question.

As was the case of pseudo test suites, we visualise each original test suite’s coverage and mutant killing ratio in Figure 3. From the figure, we can see that the distribution patterns are noticeably different from those in Figure 2 (for pseudo test suites). In particular, the points are much more emanative. The correlation coefficients, as shown in the last
Fig. 2. Results on pseudo test suites. Red/black points are for statement/assertion coverage. In each sub-figure, the horizontal axis represents the corresponding criteria, and the vertical axis represents the fault-revealing ability of test suites (i.e., mutant killing ratio). Each point represents one pseudo test suite. As we can see from the figure, there are very strong correlations between statement/assertion coverage and mutant killing ratio.

Fig. 3. Results on original test suites. Red/black points are for statement coverage/assertion coverage. From the figure, the points are much more emanative than those on pseudo test suites.

row of Table II are significantly lower than those of pseudo test suites.

Based on the observations above, we conclude that in direct correlation analysis, the coverage criteria effectiveness observed from pseudo test suites is much higher than that from original test suites.

The second half of Table III shows the results of partial correlation results between statement/assertion coverage and mutant killing ratio.

In Table III the same as we previously observed, all the correlation values decrease. This indicates that all the four variables affect each other in their correlation with the original test suites’ mutant killing ratio. When comparing Table I and Table III we observe that for statement coverage, the Pearson value drops from 0.8673 to as low as 0.7500 for original test suites. For assertion coverage, the Pearson value drops from 0.6777 to 0.2090 for original test suites. This observation implies that the strong correlation of assertion coverage in direct correlation analysis may be partially caused by other factors, especially statement coverage.

When reviewing the experimental results observed from pseudo test suites and original test suites, we have the following main finding:

**Finding-1:** The correlation between coverage criteria and mutant killing ratio derived with pseudo test suites within project is stronger and easier to be influenced by other factors such as assertion number and test-suite size compared with original test suites.

There are two possible reasons for this difference. First, pseudo test suites are constructed from the same projects, resulting in similar features in their coverage and fault-revealing ability. For example, even for a project with high coverage but low fault-revealing ability, all its pseudo test suites may own the same features consistent with the whole test suite (i.e., high coverage and low fault-revealing ability). Consequently, the correlation can still be strong. Second, pseudo test suites may lack some attributes of the original real test suites. The tests in original test suites tend to have coupling effects as they cooperate with each other to better ensure software quality. For example, for an original test suite, adding a test method may increase statement coverage without revealing more faults (or vice versa), as the faults that this test method can find may likely have already been found by other methods in the suite. Such coupling effects may bring a gap between testing criteria and fault-revealing ability. Artificial test suites, however, break this coupling effect to some extent and result in spuriously strong correlations: independent test methods are reorganised together, and thus the statements covered or the faults detected by them are sparser and less likely to coincide, causing weaker coupling effects.

C. Analysis on Different Test Construction Configurations

We have observed that pseudo test suites would result in a much stronger correlation between code coverage and test suite effectiveness. In this section, we further refine our investigation and try to find out how construction configurations would impact the correlation comparison results. In particular, we consider four important configurations related to the construction of pseudo test suites: test-suite number, test-pool size, test-suite size, and construction granularity.

1) Test-pool size: We can see from Table II as also in almost all the previous work, that the correlation results are different between different projects. We suspect that the size of the test method pool (i.e., the test method set that the test suites are constructed from) may be one of the reasons for the differences. Table IV shows how the correlation between statement/assertion coverage and fault-revealing ability changes on different sizes of test pools. From the table, it is obvious that projects with larger test pools tend to have stronger correlation values with statement/assertion coverage. The reason may be that the test suites constructed from larger test pools are more evenly distributed, which dilute the test-suite diversity. Also, these test suites may have weaker coupling effects, as the statements covered by them are sparser and have fewer opportunities to coincide.
TABLE IV
RESULTS WITH DIFFERENT TEST-POOL SIZES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>project</th>
<th>poolsize</th>
<th>StateCov</th>
<th>AssertCov</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aste</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>0.9932 / 0.9220</td>
<td>0.9817 / 0.8845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jfree</td>
<td>1,051</td>
<td>0.9979 / 0.9652</td>
<td>0.9876 / 0.9478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jlib</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>0.9978 / 0.9568</td>
<td>0.9902 / 0.9141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lamb</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>0.9982 / 0.9394</td>
<td>0.9899 / 0.9239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lang</td>
<td>1,977</td>
<td>0.9988 / 0.9663</td>
<td>0.9983 / 0.9740</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE V
RESULTS ON DIFFERENT FIXED-SIZE TEST SUITES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>project</th>
<th>test size</th>
<th>Statement Coverage</th>
<th>Assertion Coverage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aste</td>
<td>0.2*n</td>
<td>0.7718 / 0.5659</td>
<td>0.3226 / 0.2173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.4*n</td>
<td>0.7630 / 0.5518</td>
<td>0.4416 / 0.2774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.6*n</td>
<td>0.7918 / 0.5810</td>
<td>0.4613 / 0.3117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.8*n</td>
<td>0.7984 / 0.5988</td>
<td>0.4813 / 0.3158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jfree</td>
<td>0.2*n</td>
<td>0.9037 / 0.7332</td>
<td>0.4254 / 0.2752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.4*n</td>
<td>0.8878 / 0.6878</td>
<td>0.5059 / 0.3369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.6*n</td>
<td>0.8615 / 0.6624</td>
<td>0.5213 / 0.3600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.8*n</td>
<td>0.8666 / 0.6670</td>
<td>0.4869 / 0.3445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jlib</td>
<td>0.2*n</td>
<td>0.9419 / 0.7856</td>
<td>0.6772 / 0.4899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.4*n</td>
<td>0.9089 / 0.7206</td>
<td>0.6215 / 0.4288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.6*n</td>
<td>0.8653 / 0.6588</td>
<td>0.5334 / 0.3667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.8*n</td>
<td>0.8378 / 0.6353</td>
<td>0.5174 / 0.3344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lamb</td>
<td>0.2*n</td>
<td>0.9183 / 0.7441</td>
<td>0.7470 / 0.5425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.4*n</td>
<td>0.9180 / 0.7438</td>
<td>0.7634 / 0.5574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.6*n</td>
<td>0.9078 / 0.7268</td>
<td>0.7673 / 0.5594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.8*n</td>
<td>0.8946 / 0.7122</td>
<td>0.7565 / 0.5662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lang</td>
<td>0.2*n</td>
<td>0.7432 / 0.5350</td>
<td>0.8041 / 0.6014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.4*n</td>
<td>0.7045 / 0.4902</td>
<td>0.8003 / 0.5937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.6*n</td>
<td>0.6776 / 0.4685</td>
<td>0.8174 / 0.6177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.8*n</td>
<td>0.6118 / 0.4285</td>
<td>0.8162 / 0.6075</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finding-2: Test-pool size would influence the correlation results, and we suggest to adopt projects of different sizes of test pools when using pseudo test suites.

2) Test-suite size: From the above observations, we found that when removing the effects of test-suite size using partial correlation analysis, the effectiveness of statement coverage and assertion coverage are not influenced much. In this section, we make further investigation into the effects of test-suite size. In particular, similar to previous work [21], we randomly construct 1,000 test-suites with fixed-sized test suites. Suppose that the original test pool has n test methods, we try four fixed sizes: 0.2 * n, 0.4 * n, 0.6 * n, 0.8 * n.

The results are shown in Table IV. The second column shows the fixed test sizes. From the table, we observe the following. First, for fixed-size test suites, the effectiveness of statement coverage, assertion coverage all decreases. However, most of the correlations of statement coverage and assertion coverage remain strong (i.e., > 0.5). This observation is consistent with our previous finding, except that the decreasing rate is different, as partial correlation analysis controls test-suite size in a different way [33]. Second, different scales of fixed size would yield different degrees of correlation. When the fixed size increases from 0.2 * n to 0.8 * n, the correlation with statement coverage decreases for most projects, except for aste. The reason is that for large pseudo test suites, many test methods tend to overlap with each other in code coverage but may detect different sets of faults, causing fluctuation to the total correlation. aste does not have this phenomenon due to its distinct characteristic of having a large code base (11,704 SLOC) and a very small number of test methods (203). Assertion coverage also does not have this phenomenon, because due to the lower number of covered assertions than covered statements, different test methods have a lower probability to have overlapping assertion coverage.

Finding-3: Different fixed sizes yield different correlation results, and we suggest to include different scales of fixed test suites to reduce the impacts of fixed sizes when controlling test-suite size to analyze the correlation.

3) Test-suite number: In previous results, for pseudo test suites, we use 1,000 test suites, while for original test suites, the number of test suites is 123. In this section, we check whether the different correlations between pseudo and original test suites are caused by the difference in test-suite number.

To investigate this, we construct different number (i.e., 50, 100, 150, ..., 1000) of random-sized test suites for correlation analysis. The results are shown in Figure 4 from which we find that there are data fluctuations (due to the bias of random selection), but there is no regular pattern between the test-suite number and correlation values. This finding also indicates that the difference in the number of test suites used in the comparison study of pseudo test suites (1000) and original test suites (123) is not a threat to the comparison result.

Finding-4: Test-suite number does not have a clear impact on the effectiveness of code coverage using pseudo test suites.

Thus, we conclude that when using random-sized pseudo test suites for correlation studies, there is no need to pursue a very high number of test suites.

4) Construction granularity: As method-level test construction may greatly break the coupling effect of original test suites, in this section we also investigate class-level test suite

Due to space-limit, we only present the results of statement coverage here.
construction. The only difference between the two levels of test suite construction lies in the granularity of test selection, i.e., whether each single test method is randomly selected, or all the test methods within each test class are selected as a whole during each step in test suite construction. To our knowledge, no previous work has ever compared class-level and method-level test suite construction in coverage criteria studies.

The results are shown in Table [VI]. When performing class-level test suite construction, we found that the correlation results are a bit closer to original test suites (see Table [I]). The reason may be that method-level is too fine-grained for simulating real test suite construction, as in practice developers are more likely to add an entire test class including multiple test methods rather than adding separate test methods into different test classes. Based on all the observations above, we get the following finding:

Finding-5: Class-level-constructed pseudo test suites has a weaker correlation with mutant killing ratio than method-level-constructed test suites.

5) Construction basis: Another interesting finding from Figure [2], Figure [3] and Figure [5] is that statement coverage is usually higher than killing ratio, while assertion coverage is usually lower than killing ratio. This may be also due to that statement coverage is rather easy to achieve, and tests may easily increase statement coverage but fail to find additional faults. On the contrary, it is hard to achieve assertion coverage, and there are many fault-revealing tests that may not increase assertion coverage. Although coverage and killing ratio are different physical meanings, such comparison results may provide implications when trying to use coverage criteria to replace mutant killing ratios.

The findings on statement and assertion coverage inspire us to further investigate their relationship in the setting of coverage-driven test augmentation: statement-coverage-driven test augmentation (adding a randomly-selected test method only when it can increase statement coverage) and assertion-coverage-driven test augmentation (adding a randomly-selected test method only when it can increase assertion coverage).

The results are shown in Figure [5] where we augment test methods one by one (until no more test methods can increase statement coverage or assertion coverage). From these charts, we can see that the killing ratio increases steadily with both test augmentations, but faster in the statement-coverage-driven case. For example for project jlib, when choosing 100 test methods, statement-coverage-driven test augmentation can achieve a killing ratio around 0.3500, while for assertion-coverage-driven test augmentation, the value is below 0.3000. Additionally, after finishing the test augmentation process (i.e., when no other tests can still increase the statement/assertion coverage), statement-coverage-driven test augmentation always achieves higher killing ratio. The reason is that some tests do not increase statement/assertion coverage but can still find faults. Assertion coverage, being more difficult to increase, suffers more from this fact.

Lastly, we would like to revisit the overall correlation between statement coverage and assertion coverage using the results observed in the previous sections. We compare these two criteria from three aspects: their correlation with test suite effectiveness, their values, and their performance in driving test generation. From our previous results, the correlation of statement coverage is slightly, but consistently, stronger than that of assertion coverage. For example, in the direct correlation analysis, the correlation result is 0.8637 for statement coverage, while is 0.6777 for assertion coverage. Such observation indicates the superiority of statement coverage in measuring test-suite effectiveness. Therefore, we get the following finding:

Finding-6: Statement coverage is better than assertion coverage in indicating test suite effectiveness with both pseudo test suites and original test suites. Statement-coverage-driven test augmentation is also better than assertion-coverage-driven test augmentation in detecting more faults.

There are two possible reasons for the better performance of statement coverage. First, a test method may reveal a fault through either assertion violations or exceptions, while assertion coverage only checks the former. Second, increasing assertion coverage can be harder to achieve than statement coverage in practice. For example, when some valuable tests that revealing additional faults are augmented, assertion coverage may have a lower probability to increase than statement coverage.

D. Threats to Validity

Threats to internal validity mainly lie in the implementation of our code analysis tools. To reduce these threats, we use mature tools and frameworks in our implementation, such as PIT/Major, JavaSlicer, and ASM. We also carefully review our code and scripts.

Threats to external validity mainly lie in the subjects, tests, and faults that we used. To reduce the threat related to the subjects and tests, we use 123 real-world Java projects. To reduce the threat to the faults used in our evaluation, we use the widely used PIT and Major mutation testing tools and generate a large number of mutation faults. Further reduction of the threats to external validity requires evaluation of more projects with real faults.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>project</th>
<th>Statement Coverage</th>
<th>Assertion Coverage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aste</td>
<td>0.9915 / 0.9196</td>
<td>0.9306 / 0.7852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jfree</td>
<td>0.9960 / 0.9424</td>
<td>0.9909 / 0.9433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jlib</td>
<td>0.9940 / 0.9321</td>
<td>0.9431 / 0.8165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lamb</td>
<td>0.9908 / 0.9456</td>
<td>0.9848 / 0.9265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lang</td>
<td>0.9964 / 0.9496</td>
<td>0.9963 / 0.9531</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VI
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE TWO COVERAGE CRITERIA AND KILLING RATIOS FOR CLASS-LEVEL TEST SUITE CONSTRUCTION.
The increase of killing ratio when augmenting tests one by one only when the statement coverage (shown in the upper figures) or assertion coverage (shown in the lower figures) increases. Green/red/black points represent killing ratio/statement coverage/assertion coverage.

Fig. 5. The increase of killing ratio when augmenting tests one by one only when the statement coverage (shown in the upper figures) or assertion coverage (shown in the lower figures) increases. Green/red/black points represent killing ratio/statement coverage/assertion coverage.

Threats to construct validity lie in how the experimental results are measured. In this experimental study, we use Pearson’s $r$, and adjusted $R^2$ for correlation analysis, which are widely used in previous work on test effectiveness [26], [21], [22]. The threat is further reduced by using Kendall $\tau_b$.

V. EXTENDED ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

A. Extended Analysis

Except for the results mentioned in Section IV, there are some other interesting while relatively minor aspects for us to explore. These aspects are also studied by various previous work and are important for evaluating test suites’ fault-revealing ability. In particular, we introduce whether mutation tool would impact the correlation results in Section V-A1 the comparison results between statement coverage and branch coverage in Section V-A2 and the performance of assertion number/test-suite size in Section V-A3. We omit the tables and plots when presenting most of the results while describing the results inside the text to save space.

1) Comparison between Different Mutation Tools: The mutant killing ratio may be affected by mutation tools that are used to generate faults [29]. To investigate whether mutation tool is a threat to our correlation results, except for PIT, we use another widely used tool-Major [45] to provide the mutant killing ratio for representing test suites’ fault-revealing ability. We then repeat our experiments and check if different mutation tools would yield noticeably different correlation results.

The Major tool only supports the Ant build system. After removing the projects that failed to be built with Ant or to be handled by Major, 63 subjects are left. To fairly compare PIT and Major, we conduct our analysis with these 63 projects on the mutant killing ratio provided by both tools. We only present the results for original test suites to save space.

The results are listed in Figure 6. The yellow/blue bars show the correlation results (Pearson values) between the total mutant killing ratio provided by the PIT/ Major tool and the four variables: statement coverage, assertion coverage, assertion number, and test-suite size. As we can see, the heights of the two types of bars are almost the same, indicating that the results from the two are consistent, with minor differences, and thus the preceding conclusions based on PIT may be generalized to Major. On the other hand, such consistency also laterally reflects that using mutant killing ratio to indicate test suites’ fault-revealing ability is stable and reliable.

2) Comparison between Statement and Branch Coverage: Although the focus of this paper is on statement coverage and assertion coverage, we are also aware that previous work has conflicting conclusions towards the comparison results of statement coverage and branch coverage [22], [23]. In this section, using original test suites, we revisit this comparison between statement coverage and branch coverage by calculating the correlations between these two criteria and killing ratio on the 123 projects.

The resulting correlation is as follows: on original test suites, statement coverage has a Pearson of 0.8770 and Kendall $\tau_b$ of 0.6540, and branch coverage has a Pearson of 0.8720 and Kendall $\tau_b$ of 0.6320. This observation indicates that statement coverage outperforms branch coverage by a small margin. The result agrees with that of Gopinath et.al [23] (also with original test suites), further demonstrating the validity of our study.

3) Performance of Assertion Number, and Test-suite Size: Assertion number and test-suite number are also widely studied as criteria to indicate the effectiveness of test suites [26], [21], [57]. For example, Zhang et al. [26] found that assertion number is also highly correlated with test suites’ fault-revealing ability using pseudo test suites.

In our paper, we find that when using pseudo test suites, the assertion number gets above 0.9700 Pearson in direct analysis, while only 0.1970 Pearson in partial analysis; when

- We use the branch coverage reported by Cobertura.

- Without needing JavaSlicer for measuring assertion coverage, we can now use the complete test suite of each project.
using original test suites, the assertion number gets around 0.5600 *Pearson* in direct analysis and 0.1850 *Pearson* in partial analysis. The correlation results are roughly the same for test-suite size. These findings again indicate that the types of test suites, as well as analysis approaches, could have a significant impact on the correlation results, not only for coverage criteria but also for assertion number and test-suite size. When comparing coverage criteria and these two criteria, assertion number and test-suite size have significantly weaker correlations than statement coverage and assertion coverage. This observation matches the existing knowledge that assertion number and test-suite size are coarse-grained. They are not able to reliably indicate test suites’ fault-revealing ability as statement coverage or assertion coverage does.

### B. Related Work

Our work is related to several areas such as test generation, test prioritization, and fault localization. Due to space reasons, we discuss and analyze the most related work that has similar or different conclusions with ours in Section V-B. Noticing several related works have different conclusions on another widely used coverage criteria: branch coverage, we also discuss the results of the comparison between statement coverage and branch coverage in Section V-A-2.

Our study found that in direct correlation analysis, statement coverage and assertion coverage have very high effectiveness in indicating the fault-revealing ability of pseudo test suites. Such perfect correlation (without any variable controlling) is consistent with the work of Zhang et al. [20], Andrews et al. [58], and Inozemtseva and Holmes [21], which all present correlation values very close to 1.

Using only pseudo test suites, the work of Inozemtseva and Holmes [21] found that there is moderate to very strong correlation between fault-revealing ability and test-suite size, while our results indicate that the strong correlation may be aroused by the threat of pseudo test suites and direct correlation analysis. For example, when using original test suites and partial correlation analysis, test-suite size has only low correlation degree (0.2500) with the fault-revealing ability of test suites. On the other hand, the paper found that statement coverage has low to moderate correlation with the normalised test-suite effectiveness (the ratio of the killed-mutant number to covered-non-equivalent-mutant number) when the test suite size is fixed. In our study, we do not use normalised test-suite effectiveness, because the number of covered mutants may be affected by code coverage in a great deal, which may cause a bias towards the correlation results. Also, when constructing test suites, we avoid using only very small-size test suites (such as 3 methods, 10 methods, and 30 methods used in prior work [21]), because the test suites with such small size tend to have great diversity in code coverage, which would contribute to the weak correlation between code coverage and fault-revealing ability.

On the effectiveness of code coverage using original test suites, we conclude that although the effectiveness of statement coverage decreases in a great deal comparing to pseudo test suites, it still has over 0.8000 *Pearson* value. Such a conclusion is consistent with the work of Gopinath et al. [23], which also used original test suites and found that statement coverage has relatively good effectiveness.

On the superiority of statement coverage, Zhang et al. [20] found that statement coverage is less effective than assertion coverage in indicating the test suites’ fault-revealing ability. In particular, they controlled assertion coverage to observe statement coverage on pseudo test suites, and found that the correlation of statement coverage decreases as a result. In our work, we also look at the opposite controlling configuration: to control statement coverage to observe assertion coverage. We found that the correlation of assertion coverage also decreases significantly in this case. On the other hand, we use both pseudo test suites and original test suites on a large number of projects. This complete picture leads us to the conclusion that statement coverage is better than assertion coverage when other criteria are controlled.

On the decrease of correlation when controlling other variables, consistent with our conclusions, Briand and Pfahl [59], Namin et al. [60], and Inozemtseva and Holmes [21] also found that the correlation between coverage and test-suite effectiveness is lower when controlling test-suite size.

On the influence of test-pool size, our finding is consistent with the work of Namin et al. [60], which found that the effectiveness of coverage is dependent on the software under study. Cai et al. [61] also found that different kinds of test cases complicate the relationship between code coverage and fault detection.

### VI. Conclusions

In this paper, we conducted a study with 123 real-world java projects on the threats in test suites selection when used for correlating coverage and mutant killing ratio. The findings are revealing. We are able to conclude that the use of pseudo test suites does result in inflated correlation between coverage and mutant killing ratio compared to the case of using the original test suites cross projects. Equipped with this new understanding, we compared the effectiveness of statement coverage and assertion coverage and discovered that, contrary to previously reported, statement coverage is actually more effective than assertion coverage in evaluating tests suites, showing the significance of the difference in test suite selection. In addition, we also found that variation of test-suite size is important for the correlations study, while the number of test suites matters less.
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